Detecting malignant lung nodules from computed tomography (CT) scans is a hard and time-consuming task for radiologists. To alleviate this burden, computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems have been proposed. In recent years, deep learning approaches have shown impressive results outperforming classical methods in various fields. Nowadays, researchers are trying different deep learning techniques to increase the performance of CAD systems in lung cancer screening with computed tomography. In this work, we review recent state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms and architectures proposed as CAD systems for lung cancer detection. They are divided into two categories-(1) Nodule detection systems, which from the original CT scan detect candidate nodules; and (2) False positive reduction systems, which from a set of given candidate nodules classify them into benign or malignant tumors. The main characteristics of the different techniques are presented, and their performance is analyzed. The CT lung datasets available for research are also introduced. Comparison between the different techniques is presented and discussed.
Introduction
Lung cancer is considered as the deadliest cancer worldwide. For this reason, many countries are developing strategies for the early diagnosis of lung cancer. The NLST trial [1] , showed that three annual screening rounds of high-risk subjects using low-dose Computed Tomography (CT) reduce the death rates considerably [2] . These measures mean that an overwhelming quantity of CT scan images will have to be inspected by a radiologist. Since nodules are very difficult to detect, even for experienced doctors, the burden on radiologists increases heavily with the number of CT scans to analyze.
With the expected increase in the number of preventive/early-detection measures, scientists are working in computerized solutions that help alleviate the work of doctors, improve diagnostics' precision by reducing the subjectivity factor, speedup the analysis and reduce medical costs.
In order to detect malignant nodules, specific features need to be recognized and measured. Based on the detected features and their combination, cancer probability can be assessed. However, this task is very difficult, even for an experienced medical doctor, since nodule presence and positive cancer diagnosis are not easily related. Common computer aided diagnosis (CAD) approaches use previously studied features which are somehow related to cancer suspiciousness, such as volume, shape, subtlety, solidity, spiculation, sphericity, among others. They use these features and Machine Learning (ML) techniques such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify the nodule as benign or is associated with an extra-thoracic primary malignancy. Furthermore, for each lesion, there is also information available about how the diagnosis was established. Including options as (1) Unknown (not clear how the diagnosis was established), (2) review of radiological images to show 2 years of stable nodule, (3) biopsy, (4) surgical resection and (5) progression or response [18] .
LUNA16
The LUNA16 dataset [19] is a subset of LIDC-IDRI dataset, in which the heterogeneous scans are filtered by different criteria. Since pulmonary nodules can be very small, a thin slice should be chosen. Therefore scans with a slice thickness greater than 2.5 mm were discarded. Furthermore, scans with inconsistent slice spacing or missing slices were also excluded. This led to 888 CT scans, with a total of 36,378 annotations by radiologists. In this dataset, only the annotations categorized as nodules ≥ 3 mm are considered relevant, as the other annotations (nodules ≤ 3 mm and non-nodules) are not considered relevant for lung cancer screening protocols [2] . Nodules found by different readers that were closer than the sum of their radii were merged. In this case, positions and diameters of these merged annotations were averaged. This results in a set of 2290, 1602, 1186 and 777 nodules annotated by at least 1, 2, 3 or 4 radiologist, respectively.
In Figure 1 , different slices from a LUNA16 CT scan with malignant nodules are shown as an example of a Lung CT scan. For the other datasets, the same kind of image is obtained. 
SPIE-AAPM-NCI LungX
This dataset [20] was built for a challenge sponsored by SPIE, AAPM, NCI and investigators from the University of Chicago, University of Michigan and Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The objective of this challenge was the computerized classification of lung nodules as benign or malignant in CT scans. The DICOM images were divided into a calibration and testing phase. The calibration set consisted of 10 thoracic CT scans, five containing a single confirmed benign nodule and five with a single confirmed malignant nodule. The annotations contained the location of the nodule and the diagnosis as benign or malignant. The test set contained 60 thoracic CT scans with a total of 73 nodules (13 scans contained two nodules each). Annotations were provided in which the location of the nodule is indicated.
National Lung Screening Trial (NLST)
The National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) [1] was a randomized controlled clinical trial of screening tests for lung cancer. Approximately 54,000 participants were enrolled between August 2002 and April 2004. Participants were randomly assigned to two study arms in equal proportions. One arm received low-dose helical computed tomography (CT), while the other received single-view chest radiography. Participants were offered three exams (T0, T1 and T2) at one-year intervals, with the first (T0) performed soon after entry. The goal of the study was to assess whether low-dose CT screening reduces lung cancer mortality among high-risk individuals compared to chest radiography. Data were collected on cancer diagnoses and deaths that occurred through 31 December 2009. NLST was a collaborative effort of the National Cancer Institute's Division of Cancer Prevention (DCP) and Division of Cancer Treatment and Diagnosis (DCTD). A positive screening result (suspicious for lung cancer) was assigned if any non-calcified nodules or masses ≥ 4 mm in diameter were noted or if any other abnormalities were judged suspicious for lung cancer by the radiologist. Three types of negative screening results were possible: clinically significant abnormalities not suspicious for lung cancer, minor abnormalities not suspicious for lung cancer and no significant abnormalities.
Automatic Nodule Detection (ANODE09)
This dataset [21] was provided by the Nelson study, which is the largest CT lung cancer screening trial in Europe. Each scan contains annotations of the findings, including spatial location and the type of finding-label 1 for the true nodule and label 2 for irrelevant finding (which is not cancer-related). The dataset contains 55 CT scans. Annotations are available for 5 examples. For the remaining scans, annotations are not publicly available since they are used for testing the performance of CAD systems. Findings were divided into four groups in Nelson's study [22] . Class 1 contained nodules with fat, benign calcifications or other benign characteristics. The other groups contained nodules without benign characteristics. Class 2 nodules had a volume below 50 mm 3 . Class 3 contained solid, part-solid or non-solid nodules with a volume between 50 and 500 mm 3 . Larger nodules fell into class 4 and participants with such a nodule were referred to a pulmonologist for diagnosis.
The Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST)
The Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial [23] assessed participants with high lung cancer risk. Two experienced chest radiologists evaluated the images, where size was manually measured. A nodule diameter of 3 mm was considered the lower limit of a positive finding in the initial evaluation. A chest radiologist, unaware of lung cancer diagnoses, recorded spiculation and malignancy observations and categorized the nodules according to type-perifissural, solid, part-solid or non-solid (pure ground glass). This yielded to 823 patients with 1385 diagnosed nodules of which 233 nodules were classified as benign calcification and excluded, leaving a total of 718 persons and 1152 nodules [24] .
Data Science Bowl 2017 (DSB)
The Data Science Bowl 2017 (DSB), a challenge organized by Kaggle [25] , released a database of CT scans on two stages, DSB1 and DSB2. This dataset provides annotations at a patient level, indicating whether the patient was diagnosed with cancer within one year after the scan was taken. It contains over a thousand low-dose CT scan images in a DICOM format from high-risk patients. This database is not publicly available at the moment due to usage restrictions. DSB scan resolutions and scan parameters vary in source and quality. The source of the CT scans was not released. This might generate problems when using this dataset, for both training or testing. Because, if the model is assessed on other datasets, it is not possible to know if samples from those data are already included in the DSB dataset. Table 1 summarizes the datasets used for developing deep learning lung cancer detection algorithms.t Table 1 . CT Scans datasets for lung cancer detection (* shows the datasets that have associated nodule annotations).
Dataset

Number of CT Scans Annotations
LIDC-IDRI [17] 1018 * LUNA16 [19] 888 * SPIE-AAPM-NCI [20] 70 * NLST [1] 3410 * ANODE09 [21] 55 * DLCST [23] 612 * DSB [25] 1902 -
Performance Metrics
To analyze the performance of the developed deep learning algorithms for detecting and classifying lung nodules, different metrics are used. In the reviewed papers, the authors use statistical measures [26] such as sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP), accuracy (ACC), precision (PPV), F1-score, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, Free Response Operating Characteristic (FROC) and area under the ROC curve (AUC). Another measure was introduced in the ANODE09 challenge and was later used in the LUNA16 Challenge to assess the performance of the different models, this measure is the Competition Performance Metric (CPM) [21] . The different metrics used in assessing the performance of lung cancer algorithms are given in Table 2 . 
Deep Nodule Detection Frameworks
Due to the complexity of detecting pulmonary nodules and the importance of trying to detect all of them, the typical framework is divided into two main tasks. The first one focuses on detecting nodule candidates. This tries to detect from the CT scan volume all the true nodules, which usually includes a high number of false positives. Then, the second task specializes in classifying the previously generated candidates into benign nodules or malignant nodules. The second step basically aims to reduce the large number of false positives generated on the previous step. Some works do not use this strategy and from the CT scans they detect and classify nodules directly.
In this section, we present works which propose a whole pipeline from the CT scans to the final classification of the detected nodules. As aforementioned, some of them divide the task into candidate generation and false positive reduction, while other do not. Different works may differ in architecture, pre-processing of the images, training strategy, among others. A relevant difference between approaches is if they are using a two-dimensional or three-dimensional approach. 3D architectures demand the use of three-dimensional convolutions, which increases considerably the number of parameters, the computational cost and the training time. For this reason, some approaches use 2D convolutions, which have fewer parameters and allow to train deeper and more complex architectures with less powerful hardware. 2D and 3D approaches are presented in the following.
2D Deep Learning Approaches
Here we present works that are based on a 2D approach. This means that two-dimensional kernels are convoluted with two-dimensional images or that the input of the deep neural network is two-dimensional. This does not necessarily means that these architectures miss out all 3D information. Some approaches make use of adjacent slices or different axial cuts in order to retain some volumetric information.
Van Ginneken et al. [27] propose the use of transfer learning from OverFeat [28] , a previously trained network for object detection in natural images. First, from the CT scan they extract 2D sagittal, coronal and axial patches for each nodule candidate. Then, they extract 4096 features from the penultimate layer of the network and classify them with linear SVM. Each patch is 50 × 50 mm and rescaled to 8-bit grayscale 221 × 221 pixels using Hounsfield unit rescaling and linear interpolation. They use 865 scans from the LIDC dataset, considering nodules ≥ 3 mm labeled by 3 or 4 radiologists as positive samples. Scan with a section thickness of more than 2.5 mm is excluded as well as scans with inconsistent or invalid DICOM. This results in 865 CT scans with 1147 pulmonary nodules and 3271 excluded doubtful lesions. As the starting point of this framework, nodule candidate's locations are extracted from an existing CAD system approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [29] and commercially available (MeVis Medical Solutions AG, Bremen, Germany). The CAD system produces a list of candidates, each with a score indicating the likelihood that the location is a nodule. The OverFeat network uses a 221 × 221 RGB image patch as input. It consists of Convolutional Layers (CL) containing 96 to 1024 kernels of sizes 3 × 3 to 7 × 7. It uses half-wave rectification and max-pooling kernels of sizes 3 × 3 and 5 × 5. The resulting 4096 features from the first Fully Connected (FC) layer are used as input to the linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with C optimized cross-validation [30] . The authors constructed three separate systems, one for each orthogonal patch, designated x, y and z. To fuse these results, the best performing model was a late fusion approach using the CAD information. This was done by using the output of the three systems x, y, z plus the score reported by the CAD system. Then, they use a second stage classifier (linear SVM) to estimate the probability that the candidate is a nodule. The CAD system by itself generated 37,262 candidate locations. Among those candidates 78% were true nodules (i.e, the maximum sensitivity the study could achieve). The complete model achieves a CPM of 0.71.
Kumar et al. [31] propose a CAD system that uses deep features extracted from an autoencoder to classify lung nodules. They use CT scans from patients with diagnostic data from the LIDC dataset. There are 157 patients with diagnostic information obtained from biopsy, surgical resection, progression or reviewing the radiological images to show 2 years of nodule state at two levels (the patient level and the nodule level). They decided to use diagnostic data since it is the only way to judge the certainty of malignancy. First, nodules are extracted from the 2D CT images using the annotations provided in the dataset. Then they are individually fed into a five-layered de-noising autoencoder trained by L-BFGS [32] . Learned features are then extracted from the 4th layer. The features from the 4th layer were used to create a feature vector of 200 dimensions for each instance (instance meaning one slice containing nodules). Then this vector is fed into a binary decision tree to obtain the classification for nodules. For each nodule ≥ 3 mm in diameter, the annotations provided by the radiologist are used to extract features from the autoencoder. They created an adaptive rectangle window based on the nodule size. Then each rectangular area is resized to a fixed dimension, to create a fixed length input for the autoencoder. Nodules with rating 0, 2, 3 are treated as malignant. They achieved an overall accuracy of 75.01% with a sensitivity of 0.8325 at a 0.39 FP/scan.
In Reference [33] , the authors use two models based on Deep Belief Networks (DBN) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), respectively. The authors used the LIDC dataset where the training samples were resized to 32 × 32 ROIs. For the DBN they used the strategy proposed by Hinton et al. [34] , which consists of a greedy layer-wise unsupervised learning algorithm for DBN. Figure 3 shows the learning framework, where RBM (Restricted Boltzmann Machine) is trained with stochastic gradient descent. For the CNN, the dimensionality of the Convolutional layers is set as 2 to capture local spatial patterns. A sigmoid is used as an activation function and max-pooling to reduce the dimensionality. They use 4 feature maps for the first layer followed by 6 features maps, finally a FC layer is used to classify the nodule. The DBN is first trained in an unsupervised fashion to get a preliminary model. Then it is fine-tuned in a supervised process for the classification task. The DBN trains one layer at a time, from the bottom-up. The training is based on the stochastic gradient descent method and the contractive divergence algorithm to approximate the maximum log-likelihood. The DBN achieves a sensitivity of 0.734 and a specificity of 0.822. While the CNN achieves a sensitivity of 0.733 and a specificity of 0.787. Another work using DBNs and CNNs is proposed by Sun et al. [35] . In this work, the authors implement three different deep learning approaches. Using cropped 52 × 52 pixels patches from the LIDC database, they trained and tested CNN, DBNs and Stacked Denoising Autoencoder (SDAE) [36] . The proposed CNN consists of 3 CL, each one with max-pooling. 5 × 5 kernels were used to generate 12, 8 and 6 features maps, respectively. The second network is a DBN. It was obtained by training and stacking four layers of RBM in a greedy fashion. Each layer contained 100 RBM. The trained stack was used to initialize a feed-forward neural network for classification. The hyperbolic tangent (tanh) was used as an activation function. The last model was a three-layer SDAE, where each autoencoder was stacked on top of each other. Each autoencoder has 2000, 1000 and 400 hidden neurons, with corruption level of 0.5. From the 5 levels of malignancy available in the LIDC dataset (annotated by experts), they considered benign the ones with levels 1 and 2, while the 4 and 5 were considered malignant cases. The level 3 nodules were eliminated. For each nodule, they averaged the ratings from the four radiologists. For every nodule, its area was segmented based on the union of the four radiologists' truth files. If the segmented area fits into 52 × 52 pixels, this ROI was placed at the center of the box. The ones that exceeded this size were downsampled to the reference size of 52 × 52 pixels. Then each ROI was rotated to four different directions and each rotated ROI was converted into four single vectors. The pixel values were converted to 8 bits. With this preprocessing, from the 1018 cases 174,412 vectors were generated. Each vector with 2704 elements. After discarding the level 3 nodules, 114,728 vectors remained, consisting of 54,880 benign cases and 59,848 malignant cases. The performance of the proposed algorithms were assessed on accuracy where CNN, DBNs and SDAE achieved 0.7976, 0.8119 and 0.7929, respectively.
The framework in Reference [37] uses an architecture based on the popular deep object detector called YOLO (You Only Look Once) [38] . YOLO is used to detect nodules in CT scans. A regression problem is optimized with a single CNN simultaneously predicting multiple bounding boxes and class probabilities for those boxes. The input is divided into a regular grid, with spacing slightly smaller than the smallest object expected for detection (smallest nodule). Each grid square has a label associated with it (the class of the object it contains) and the pixel coordinates of the bounding box. The grid square in which the center of an object falls is responsible for detecting that object. When multiple objects are present in the same grid square, the network selects the object which covers the maximum number of pixels within the grid. Features obtained from the entire image are used to predict each bounding box, allowing the network to learn the objects in the full image. The network architecture and workflow for the training and validation processes used in DetectNet are shown in Figure 4a ,b. Both object classification and regression are performed at the same time to estimate object bounding boxes, which give a higher inference performance than an ordinary classifier applied in a sliding window manner. The fully convolutional layer of DetectNet has the same structure as GoogLeNet [39] which has 22 layers. The inception module of GoogLeNet concatenates filters of different sizes and dimensions into a single new filter. GoogLeNet has two convolution layers, two pooling layers and nine Inception layers. Each inception layer consists of six convolution layers and one pooling layer. Data input layers, final pooling layer and the output layers of GoogLeNet are eliminated from DetectNet. The architecture is shown in Figure 4c . There are no FC layers, this allows the network to accept input images with varying sizes and the CNN can be applied in a sliding window fashion with appropriate strides. The CNN has a receptive field of 555 × 555 pixels and a stride of 16 pixels. The system is evaluated on the LIDC dataset. It takes advantage of depth information by including CT slices as RGB channels. Also, it makes use of transfer learning by using the weights of a pre-trained object detection network. Online augmentation is performed in the training set extracted from LIDC-IDRI database, consisting of pixel shifts and flips. Level 2 of agreement is used for nodules and only the ones with a diameter between 3 mm and 30 mm are used. 3300 images containing nodules met these requirements. Non-linear contrast enhancement was performed as preprocessing. CT scans were resized to 1024 × 1024 using bicubic interpolation. DetectNet uses a linear combination of two separate loss functions to produce its final loss, coverage loss and L1 loss of the predicted and true bounding boxes. The system achieves 0.89 sensitivity at 6 false positives per image on the LIDC database and a precision of 0.93. Trajanovski et al. [40] present a two-stage framework, in which the first part employs a nodule detector based on SVM. The second stage uses both contextual information about the nodule and nodule features as input to a CNN, inspired by a ResNet architecture, to estimate the malignancy risk of the whole CT scan. This approach uses a multi-instance weakly-labeled method to train the model, which only requires cancer diagnosis confirmed at the patient level. It is trained on heterogeneous data sources (NLST, LHMC and DSB). The first stage uses a nodule detector to localize nodules in CT scans. Then the 10 largest nodules are used as input for the second stage, which consists of a deep and wide neural network, to evaluate the risk of cancer. For the nodule detection algorithm, an SVM-based nodule detector is used with multi-thresholding to get a robust detection that tries to contain all true nodules while reducing the number of irrelevant findings. To reduce the number of found candidates a cascaded SVM strategy is used. First, the lung is segmented to limit the search on the volume of interest. Then iso-contours are used to find bright circular or semi-circular objects and a binary image with a corresponding distance map is computed. Two-dimensional seed points are created at all ridge points in the distance map. Finally, based on multiple 3D iso-surfaces around each seed, only the 3D-sphere-like objects are kept. To reduce the high number of false positives, detected in the previous step, a hierarchical SVM strategy is used with 35 image features containing geometric features, grayscale features, location features, as well as image properties. From these features, a first SVM is trained. Then, from the remaining candidates, a second SVM is trained. This approach yielded to a sensitivity of 0.859 at 2.5 FPs/scan evaluated on the LIDC-IDRI dataset.
The Deep Neural Network for cancer risk assessment uses the information obtained by the nodule detection step, which provides candidates with indications about the location, nodule size, nodule sphericity and confidence of suggestion. These are referred to as metadata. Then, patches of size 32 × 32 × 32 mm 3 are extracted around the nodule. Isotropic resampling was used to make every voxel correspond to 1 mm 3 . During training, a random crop of 28 × 28 × 28 mm 3 is extracted from the patch on every batch iteration to avoid overfitting. Finally, from the 3D patches, 3 different orthogonal 2D projections are extracted as channels, resulting on a 3 × 28 × 28 mm 2 input for the network. To further improve the performance, the metadata is added at the penultimate layer of the architecture. The deep network is a ResNet-like deep and wide model. It uses sigmoid activation function. At the end of the network a global max-pooling is performed, over the maximum of ten branches representing the different nodules, to estimates the final cancer risk probability. The model was trained on a subset of the NLST data (3410 volumes, with 680 diagnosed cancer cases). It was verified on NLST and other datasets. AUC scores for the model, evaluated against confirmed cancer diagnosis, range from 0.82 to 0.88. The AUC on LHMC, UCM , NLST validation set, DSB 1 and DSB 2, are 0.87, 0.83, 0.88, 0.82 and 0.84, respectively.
The work in Reference [41] fuses texture, shape and deep model-learned information (Fuse-TSD) for automated classification of lung nodules. The algorithm uses three types of features extracted using gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) texture descriptors and Fourier shape descriptors to characterize the heterogeneity of nodules and a DCNN to learn features of nodules on a slice-by-slice basis. An ensemble classifier based on back-propagation neural network (BPNN) and AdaBoost is constructed. The decisions made by the different classifiers are fused by a weighted sum of likelihood, where the weights are proportional to the accuracy recorded on the validation set. A 64 × 64 square region centered on the nodule is cropped (the largest nodule is 64 mm). The area of the nodule is defined as the intersection of the marked areas by the four radiologists. The non-nodule voxels are set to zero. For DCNN-based feature extraction, they needed to address size variability. The patches are resized to 32 × 32 using bicubic interpolation. They are used as input to a network made of three CL with 32, 32, 64 kernels of size 5 × 5, respectively. Each CL is followed by a 3 × 3 average-pooling layer with a stride of 2. Finally, two FC layers are used with 64 and 2 hidden units, respectively. Figure 5 shows the DCNN architecture. Kernels were randomly initialized, ReLU activation function and 0.5 dropout are used on the first FC layer to avoid overfitting. The GLCM-based texture feature extraction is used to evaluate the spatial dependence of voxel values by measuring energy, contrast, entropy and inverse difference, which proved to be effective for image classification. Four GLCMs computed at 0 • , 45 • , 90 • and 135 • are used to obtain a 16-dimensional GLCM texture descriptor for each image patch. For Fourier shape descriptor, 52 low-frequency coefficients are used as descriptors of the nodule boundary. For patch classification, the AdaBoost algorithm is used in which BPNN is the weak learner. To construct the one-hidden-layer BPNN weak learner, 90% of training data is sampled according to the distribution of their weights, which are initialized uniformly. The other 10% are used as a validation set. In the BPNN, the number of neurons is set to D, which is the dimension of the input data that is, either the depth, texture or shape features of an image. The number of output units is 2, and the number of hidden neurons is set to log(D). The number of weak BPNN classifiers was set to 10 empirically. Since there are three groups of image features, three AdaBoosted BPNNs are trained. On the LIDC-IDRI dataset, the nodules with a composite malignancy rate of 1 and 2 are considered as benign, the ones with 4 and 5 as malignant, and the ones with 3 are left as uncertain. In this work, the authors assessed if including the uncertain nodules on one of the classes during training would increase the performance. The best performance was achieved discarding the uncertain nodules. This provided 1324 benign cases and 648 malignant nodules. Te best results achieved an AUC of 0.9665, an accuracy of 89.53%, a sensitivity of 0.8419 and a specificity of 0.9202. Xie et al. [42] propose a nodule detection framework using a 2D CNN. A modified version of Faster R-CNN with two region proposal networks and a deconvolutional layer is designed to detect nodule candidates. Then, three models are trained for three different kind of slices. Their results are then merged to integrate 3D information about the nodules. A boosting architecture based on 2D CNN is used for false positive reduction. Here, three models are sequentially trained, allowing the models to learn different features each one having a finer discrimination than the previous one. The misclassified samples are kept to retrain a model to achieve an improvement in the sensitivity of the nodule detection task. Due to computational cost, 2D axial slices are chosen as inputs instead of 3D images. This design can be described as three sub-networks: feature extraction network, region proposal network and ROI classifier. The feature extraction network is a VGG-16 with 5-group convolutions, which are shared by the subsequent sub-networks. For the region proposal network, an image is set as input to a network composed of a FCN which outputs a set of rectangular object proposals. Each object with a particular objectness score. To generate region proposals, a small network is slid over the feature map output by the feature extraction network. This small network uses a 3 × 3 spatial window as input. Each sliding window is mapped to a feature vector (512-d for VGG). Then, this vector is fed to a box-classification and box-regression layers, consisting of two sibling FC layers. Seven anchors (12 × 12, 18 × 18, 27 × 27, 36 × 36, 51 × 51, 75 × 75 and 120 × 120) are used to predict multiple region proposals, at each sliding window location. Two different region proposal networks are used, in order to capture different information about the nodules. Both outputs are concatenated to a deconvolutional layer and the middle convolution layer (conv3_3 according to the notation used in Reference [43] ), respectively. The multitask loss for an image is defined as:
where L 1 and L 2 are:
where i is the index of proposals produced by region proposal networks. p i is the predicted probability of proposal i being a nodule. The ground-truth label p * i is 1 if the proposal is positive, otherwise 0. t i is a vector representing the 4 parameterized coordinates of the predicted bounding box and t * i is the vector of the ground-truth box associated with a positive proposal. The classification loss L cls is a log-loss over two classes (nodule vs. non nodule). j is the index of an anchor which is chosen as a training sample in a region proposal network training mini-batch. k is the index of the two region proposal networks, p 1 kj and t 1 kj are similar to the symbols mentioned above but in the k th region proposal network.
The regression loss is written as:
where R is a smooth L 1 function defined in Reference [44] . The number of the training anchors N is used as a normalizing and balancing factor. Parameter λ controls the balance between L cls and L reg . λ is set to 1 in all the experiments.
To take advantage of the 3D information three networks are trained separately. Each one takes into consideration 3 slices of the nodule as input. One network uses the middle slice and its two neighboring slices. The second one uses the top slice and its two neighboring slices. The third one takes the bottom slice and its two neighboring slices. Then, during the test, slices are input into the three networks separately and their outputs are merged to obtain a final result. For the false positive reduction step, several CNNs are used to obtain a final result by voting. To further improve classification performance, a boosting-based algorithm [45] is used. As input, 35 × 35 patches are used, obtained by different slices of the nodule. The size of the patch was based on the statistics about the nodules' size. This patch size allows to capture most nodules and also contextual information. The LUNA16 dataset is used to evaluate the system. Data augmentation is used to address the class imbalance issue. Image translation and horizontal flipping are used. Also, as pre-screening, randomly downsampling the negative class, help to even the number between classes. To tackle the problem of heterogeneity between different CT scans, isomorphic sampling is used to normalize all objects to 1 × 1 × 1 (mm) pixels. Nine patches are extracted corresponding to all symmetry planes of a cube. A hard negative mining strategy is used to obtain the training set. The training subset is divided into 3 parts, each part is used to independently train the classification model. The first subset is employed to train a weak classification model1 and then misclassified samples from model1 and a second subset are used to independently train a new model2 from scratch. Similarly, model 3 is independently trained with the wrong data form model1 and model2 and a third subset. All models are based on the architecture of AlexNet. The weights are initialized with the model pre-trained on ImageNet. For false positive reduction, pixel intensity of the image was clipped and scaled to [0,1]. The mean was subtracted. Weights were initialized by a Gaussian distribution. The candidate detection model achieved a sensitivity of 0.8642 and a CPM of 0.775, while the false positive reduction model obtained an AUC of 0.954, a CPM of 0.790 and sensitivity of 0.734 and 0.744 at 1/8 and 1/4 FPs/scan, respectively.
3D Deep Learning Approaches
3D deep learning approaches use 3D convolutions on 3D data. The use of 3D kernels allows the network to learn volumetric features that may help in the task of nodule detection and classification. Some of the works presented make use of both 2D and 3D approaches, for different stages.
In Reference [46] , the authors propose the use of a 3D CNN to learn key features from CT scan images and properly detect malignant pulmonary nodules. Furthermore, they propose a strategy to relieve the duty of radiologists in making detailed nodule annotations by training the network with weakly labeled data. This task consists of simply annotating one voxel indicating the potential location of the center of a nodule and its largest cross-sectional area. The results are tested on the AAPM-SPIE-LungX nodule classification dataset [20] . The images are preprocessed using 2D SLIC superpixels [47] and 3D Gaussian filtering. These images capture the nodule and its neighborhood which is given by the cross-sectional area indicated by the experts. Also, lung segmentation is applied and for each voxel, enhancement is performed using a 3D Hessian filter. Then a threshold is used to reduce FP rates. After preprocessing the images, they train a network to discriminate whether the indicated voxel is likely to be a nodule or not. Given a location V(x, y, z) where V is an entire CT volume, they crop a patchv = V(x − w : x + w, y − w : y + w, z − h : z + h) and use it as input volume, where w is the window size in X and Y planes and h in the Z plane. The values of w and h are in the range of 10-25 and 3.5, respectively. The designed network has 5 CL followed by ReLU activation, 2 max-pooling layers and a final 2-way softmax layer for the classification. Dropout is also used to regularize the learning. Two of the five CL have a kernel size of 1 × 1. In the proposed framework, they use 2 different networks to consider different contexts. Figure 6 shows the sizes for the larger context. For the smaller one, the same architecture is used, but the kernel sizes are modified accordingly. The two considered context scales were 25 × 25 × 7 and 41 × 41 × 7, dimensions obtained experimentally. The training is done separately and the independent results of the two networks are merged to obtain a final result. As data augmentation strategy, they augment the positive class by centering the input volumesv in several different randomly sampled voxels and use them as different positive training samples. For augmenting the negative samples, they chose patches from inside the lung which have an intensity above a threshold (≈400-500 on the Hounsfield scale). This resulted in about 15 K positive samples and around 20 K negative samples. From the 70 scans available in the dataset, 20 were used for training and 47 for testing. Three scans were discarded because of ambiguity on the presence of nodules. For a given threshold, a match is declared, if the estimation is around a small radius (typically 5-10 mm) of the ground truth. For the best configuration, the system achieved a sensitivity of 0.80 for 10 FP/scan. Golan et al. [48] propose a 3D Deep Convolutional Neural Network to detect lung nodules in sub-volumes of CT images. The proposed pipeline does not include an FP reduction step. The network is composed of two parts. The first one is designed to extract valuable volumetric features from the input data and is composed of 3D CL, ReLU activations and max-pooling layers. The second part consists of the network responsible for the classification. Which is composed of multiple FC and threshold layers, followed by a softmax layer. The CNN is composed of
From input to output. Where, for example, 96C3 × 9 × 9 denotes a CL that have 96 kernels of size 3 × 9 × 9.The stride value is set to 1 for both CL and max-pooling. ReLU activation is used and a threshold activation function set at 1 × 10 −6 for the FC layers. Softmax is used for the output. Furthermore, in addition to the activation of its previous layer, the first FC layer of the CNN receives 7 additional values. They represent location information of the receptive field in relation to the entire CT image for all three axes, slice thickness (in mm), pixel spacing in each of the two in-plane axes (in mm) and the image orientation. The receptive field was chosen to be 5 × 20 × 20 empirically. During training, the sub-volumes were randomly extracted from the CT images of the training set and were normalized according to the estimated normal distribution of the voxel values in the dataset. Given a 3D CT image of size [65, 764] × 512 × 512, the CNN is applied in a sliding window approach which computes three-dimensional voting grid (of the same size as the CT scan) by averaging the outputs of the CNN in various positions. Then by the use of Ding et al. [49] make use of the deconvolution structure of the Faster R-CNN for the task of candidate detection on axial slices. Later, a 3D DCNN is used for the false positive reduction task. For the candidate detection, each slice of the CT scan is concatenated with its two neighbors and rescaled into 600 × 600 × 3 pixels. The network pipeline contains two steps. The first one is a Region Proposal Network (RPN), which generates different Regions of Interests (ROIs). These ROIs are fed into an ROI classifier which discriminates whether the ROI is a nodule or not. To save the computational cost of training two DCNNs, the two above-mentioned networks share the same feature extraction layers. The RPN network takes a 3-channel image as input and outputs a set of rectangular object proposals (ROIs), each with an objectness score. Since Faster R-CNN was trained on natural images and it did not perform well on pulmonary images, a deconvolution layer was added after the feature extractor (VGG-16). The kernel size, stride size, padding size and kernel number are 4, 4, 2 and 512 for the deconvolution layer, respectively. This design choice led to a better performance. To generate ROIs, a small network with a 3 × 3 window is slid through the feature map of the deconvolutional layer, outputting a 512-dimensional feature vector. This is finally fed into two siblings FC layers for regressing the bounding box of the regions and predicting objectness score, respectively. In order to fit the different sizes of the nodules, six different anchor boxes are designed for each sliding window. The sizes are 4 × 4, 6 × 6, 10 × 10, 16 × 16, 22 × 22 and 32 × 32. For the ROI Classification with DCNN, a ROI pooling layer is used to map each ROI to a small feature map. It works by dividing the ROI into a 7 × 7 grid and then max-pooling each sub-window into its corresponding output grid cell. This output is then fed into an FC network composed of two 4096-way FC layers, which map the feature map into a feature vector. A regressor and a classifier based on the feature vector are used to obtain the bounding boxes of candidates and predict their confidence score. For training purposes, a loss which includes the RPN and ROI networks is defined in Equation (5).
where N c , N r , N c and N r denote the total number of inputs in Cls Layer, Reg Layer, BBox Cls and BBox Reg, respectively. Thep i and p * i respectively denotes the predicted and true probability of anchor i being a nodule.t i is a vector representing the 4 parameterized coordinates of the predicted bounding box of RPN and t * i is that of the ground-truth box associated with a positive anchor. In the same fashion,p j , p * j ,t j and t * j denote the corresponding concepts in the ROI classifier. The detailed definitions of classification loss L c and regression loss L r are the same as the corresponding definitions in the literature [50] , where L c is log loss over two classes (object vs non-object), while L r uses a robust loss function (smooth L1). To reduce the number of false positives, a 3D DCNN approach is chosen. This network contains six 3D CL, 3 max-pooling layers, three FC layers and a final 2-way softmax activation layer for the classification. All layers, except the last one uses ReLU activation. Dropout is used after max-pooling layers and FC layers to regularize the network. The initialization of parameters is determined by a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation √ 2/n l , where n l denotes the number of connections of the response on the l-th layer [51] . As input, they first normalize each CT scan with a mean of -600 HU and a standard deviation of -300 HU. Then a 40 × 40 × 24 cube centered on the nodules' centroid is cropped. To train and test the architecture, the LUNA16 Dataset is used. As a data augmentation strategy, for each 40 × 40 × 24 patches, they crop smaller patches of 36 × 36 × 20 from it, augmenting 125 times for each candidate. Moreover, each smaller patch is flipped in three orthogonal dimensions. Then, they duplicate positive patches by 8 times, to further balance classes. The proposed model achieved a CPM of 0.891. Additionally, for the false positive reduction task, a sensitivity of 0.922 and 0.944 at 1 and 4 FPs/scan were obtained. Candidate detection achieves a sensitivity of 0.946 with 15 candidates per scan.
In Reference [52] , the authors propose a 3D CNN for automatic detection of pulmonary nodules in CT scans. This network is converted into a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) which can generate a score map for the entire volume efficiently in a single pass, avoiding the sliding window approach which is time-consuming. The FCN approach leads to an 800-time speedup compared to the sliding window. The overall pipeline consists of the FCN for a fast candidate generation, which is followed by a CNN for the classification task. A subset of 509 cases from the LIDC database with slice thickness between 1.5 mm and 3 mm was used to train the models. The model performance was assessed on 25 additional cases. Nodules ≥3 mm that were detected by two or more radiologist were considered as positive samples. This yields to a training and testing set with 833 and 104 nodules, respectively. Positive samples in the training set were further augmented by flipping and rotating copies of the patches. The CAD system consists of two steps. First a screening where nodule candidates are proposed in Volumes of Interest (VoIs) and a discrimination step where the candidates are classified. For training, 3D patches containing nodules were cropped as positive samples and randomly selected 3D patches without nodules were used as negative samples. The FCN [53] is used to generate a set of hard negatives (negatives that are difficult for the network to distinguish from the positive samples) to train a second and more specialized CNN, which is again converted into a new FCN, and used to generate candidates. Then, a third CNN is trained with the false positives generated by the new FCN, which is applied to 3D patches found during the previous screening in order to reduce the false positives and classify each candidate as a nodule or not. The network consists of three successive layers of convolution and max-pooling followed by an FC layer, and a final FC softmax layer. Padding was set to zero. Nesterov momentum and dropouts were used. The output of the FCN is a score volume, where the intensity of each voxel indicates the probability of the voxel being a nodule. A threshold is used to reduce the number of false positives. The last CNN is trained with the same architecture but using the FCN screened candidates patches as training to further reduce FP and classify nodules. The FCN model reaches 0.80 sensitivity at 22.4 FPs/scan, and 0.95 sensitivity at 563 FPs/scan. The CNN reaches a sensitivity of 0.80 at 15.28 FPs/scan. A 3D CNN for nodule detection is proposed in Reference [54] . Moreover, this work tested 3 different models having different strategies for feeding the 3D nodule volume into the network. Independent 2D slices with nodule-level voting, simultaneous multi-slice input, and full 3D volumetric input were used. The LIDC-IDRI dataset was used, both for training and testing. The nodules with a score greater than 3 were considered malignant, while the samples with a score of less than 3 were considered benign. The ones with score 3 were discarded. These criteria yielded to 1882 nodules. Data augmentation was used to balance classes. The configuration of the slice-level 2D CNN consists of the following. First, the images are fed into 2D convolution layers with 20, 40, 80 and 80 filters of size 5 × 5, 5 × 5, 4 × 4 and 4 × 4, respectively. ReLU activation was used. Then the output feature maps are fed into a 2 × 2 max-pooling layers. Finally, an FC layer with 64 neurons with batch normalization, 50% dropout and a softmax layer with two outputs were used. The weights were initialized randomly. Five patches of 64 × 64 pixels in the x-y plane were chosen as input. During testing, the majority vote of the output from the network for the five patches was used for the final result. As the previous approach processed each slice independently, it discarded all information along the z-axis. To address this problem, a Nodule-Level 2D CNN approach is proposed in order to consider different slices as different channels of the same image. The network has the same architecture as the previous one. As input, the network takes a 64 × 64 × 5 patch. This allows the network to be trained and tested on a nodule basis, and eliminates the need for voting. To further take advantage of 3D information, three-dimensional convolutions are used in a 3D CNN. The network architecture consists of 4 sets of 3D convolution-ReLU-pooling layers, followed by two FC layers with 50% dropout. The last layer is a two-way softmax. Each convolutional layer consists of 20, 40, 80 and 80 filters with kernels of size 5 × 5 × 2, 5 × 5 × 2, 4 × 4 × 2 and 4 × 4 × 2, respectively. 2 × 2 max-pooling layers are used in x-y dimensions. The FC layers have 64 and 2 nodes, respectively. 300 nodules were randomly selected as testing, and the remaining (over 1500 nodules) were used for training. To balance the classes, positive samples were doubled by adding a copy with a small random translation. To further augment the training set, they added 4 rotated (90 • ) and flipped copies, yielding to over 25,000 nodules. The 3D CNN approach outperformed the other models with an accuracy of 87.4%, a sensitivity of 0.894 and an AUC of 0.947. The obtained results are shown in Table 3 . In Reference [55] a novel architecture is presented, which considers different scales at feature level in a single network instead of using many parallel networks which require more computational power. It is called Multi-Crop CNN (MC-CNN) and uses multi-crop pooling operations which produces multi-scale features. Moreover this network besides detecting and classifying nodules, it adds semantic labels and estimates the nodules' diameter to further assist evaluation. The best performance of the network was achieved with 32 neurons on the final hidden layer and 64 convolution kernels for each of the three convolutional layers, with a multi-crop surrogating the first max-pooling layer. The input was a volume of 64 × 64 × 64 voxels. The network uses RReLU as activation function.This activation gives the advantage of being less prone to overfitting than ReLU [56, 57] . This work proposes an extension of the max-pooling layer called Multi-crop pooling strategy, which allows the capture of nodule-centric visual features. The concatenated nodule-centric feature f = [ f 0 , f 1 , f 2 ] is formed from three nodule-centric feature patches R 0 , R 1 , R 2 respectively. Specifically, let the size of R 0 be l × l × n, where l × l is the dimension of the feature map and n is the number of feature maps:
where R 1 , R 2 are two center regions with a size of (l/2) × (l/2) × n and (l/4) × (l/4) × n. The superscript of "max-pool" indicates the frequency of the utilized max-pooling operation on R i . This strategy allows to feed a multi-scale nodule sensitive information into the convolutional layers. The network also predicts nodule attributes including nodule subtlety, margin, and diameter. Malignancy suspiciousness, subtlety, and margin, were modeled as a binary classification problem. While for diameter estimation, the MC-CNN was modified to be a regression by replacing the last softmax layer with a single neuron which predicts the estimated diameter. To assess the model, the LIDC-IDRI dataset was used. Spline interpolation was used to fix the resolution to 0.5 mm/voxel along all three axes. The malignancy score for each nodule was averaged. For those scoring less than 3 were labeled as low malignancy-suspicious nodules (LMNs), while for those greater than 3 were labeled as high malignancy-suspicious (HMNs). This led to 880 LMN and 495 HMN. Those with rating 3 were considered as uncertain nodules (UN). Data augmentation was used by random image translations (in the range of [−6,6] voxels), rotations and flip operations. Models with different parameters were trained and the top 3 models were ensembled to make predictions on the test set. The final result was obtained by averaging the 3 outputs from each model. The model achieves an accuracy of 87.14%, an AUC of 0.93, a sensitivity of 0.77 and a specificity of 0.93. The framework proposed by Huang et al. [58] can be described in two steps. First nodule candidates are generated by a local geometric-model-based filter. Then, the candidates are fed into a 3D CNN oriented specifically to reduce structure variability, through candidate orientation estimation using intensity-weighted PCA. For the model-based candidate generation, geometric model-based metric computed locally from the CT scans has proved to be effective. It uses the curvature based metric [59] and explicit local shape modeling of nodules, vessels, and vessel junctions in a Bayesian framework [60] . A neural network may be able to capture and learn orientation-invariant features. Nevertheless, to further assist the learning process, nodules are oriented using intensity-weighted PCA method [61] . This is encoded by a rotation matrix at the candidate voxel. Then a ROI is extracted from a 32 × 32 × 32 (30 mm × 30 mm × 30 mm) cube with a sampling grid aligned with the principal direction. Also, the intensity is clipped to the range of [−1000 HU, 1000 HU] and scaled to a [0, 1] range. The oriented 32 × 32 × 32 nodule patches are fed into a 3D CNN. This network consists of three convolutional layers with 32, 16 and 16 kernels of size 3 × 3 × 3, respectively. Each convolutional layer is followed by a max-pooling layer with overlapping 2 × 2 × 2 windows. Finally, three FC layers with 64, 64, and 2 hidden units, respectively, are used for classification. ReLU activation is used in all CL and FC layers. l 2 weight regularization and 50% dropout in the first two FC layers help avoid overfitting. This architecture yields to about 34K parameters. The neural network is trained using stochastic gradient descent algorithm with adaptive learning rate scheme Adadelta [62] . To initialize the network weights, normalized initialization is used as proposed in Reference [63] . The best model was chosen based on the lowest loss on the validation set. The data was obtained from the LIDC database. 99 scans with ≤ 1.25 mm slice thickness were chosen. Ground Glass Opacity (GGO) and juxta-pleural nodules were excluded from the experiment since the candidate generator model [60] was not developed to handle these nodules. To augment the data and balance classes, copies with randomly perturbed estimated principal direction were obtained, with perturbations up to 18 • along each axis. Randomly flipping the first principal direction was also used. For the non-nodule samples, a sampling grid is applied and also aligned with the local principal direction. A dense evaluation and pooling method is used as proposed in Reference [43] . Meaning that to classify a candidate, multiple cubes were densely sampled inside the candidates' cluster and fed into the 3D CNN. Then the final result is given by the average of multiple predictions. The proposed method achieved a sensitivity of 0.90 at 5 FPs/scan. The authors noticed that 3D CNN outperformed 2D approaches and that the candidate principal direction alignment and dense evaluation improved the performance.
The pipeline of the work presented in Reference [64] can be described in two steps, a candidate screening, and a false positive reduction. First, a 3D FCN is trained with an online sample filtering scheme. Then in the next stage, a hybrid-loss residual network is designed which add location and size information about the nodule to improve the classification performance. To tackle the class imbalance problem, a novel online sample filtering scheme is proposed. It selects highly informative samples on-the-fly to effectively train the model and enhance its discrimination capability. In the 3D FCN with online sample filtering for candidate screening, a binary classification 3D network is designed, which contains 5 CL and 1 max-pooling layer. The model was trained with small 3D patches containing positive and negative samples. It is built in a fully convolutional manner. Then candidates are extracted from the output score volume, each position indicating a suspicious probability value. An online scheme is constructed to deal with the imbalance between easy and hard (to classify) samples. This is based on the observation that hard samples usually produce higher classification losses, compared to the easy ones. To implement the scheme, random samples are extracted from the initial training set with large batch size. After forward propagation of each batch, samples are sorted by their loss, and the top 50% are extracted as hard samples. The scheme still retains half of the remaining low-loss samples as easy samples. Finally, less informative samples are excluded from the current iteration of the optimization phase. To obtain candidates, first 3D Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) is used on the score volume. Due to the fact that the output and input dimensions are not the same, index-mapping [65] is used to get the estimate of the coordinates in the input dimension. Hybrid-loss 3D residual learning for false positive reduction is used for reducing the false positives. A 3D residual network is designed with a novel hybrid-loss objective function. First a modularized 3D residual unit is defined as
where the x in and x out are the input and output respectively. The F is a 3D residual transformation, that is, a stack of convolutional, batch normalization and ReLU layers which are associated with the set of parameters {W k }. The loss function considers classification errors and localized information. With a set of N training pairs
..,N , the shared early-layer parameters W s and the classification branch weights W cls in the residual network, the classification loss is computed as the negative log-likelihood as follows:
For the regression branch, considering that the target objects are three-dimensional, the localization ground truth named
where the first three are the centroid position of the nodule and the fourth one being the diameter of the nodule. Denoting the 3D FCN proposal position by P i = (P i x , P i y , P i z ), and the second stage cropped patch size by S = (S x , S y , S z ), the continuous-valued regression target (8) and (9).
where T i specifies a scale-invariant translation and log-space size shift relative to the cropped patch size S. Denoting the output of the regression branch byT i = f (X i , W s , W reg ), the loss from location information of a training sample i is:
where the function dist(a) = 0.5a 2 if |a| < 1, otherwise |a| − 0.5, which is a robust L 1 loss less sensitive to outliers than the L 2 loss. The 1(Y i = 1) is the indicator function. Therefore, the hybrid loss objective function is formulated as follows:
where N reg represents the number of samples considered in the regularization. The third term is a weight decay of the shared, classification and regression parameters. The λ and β are balancing weights. The LUNA16 Database is used for evaluation, and augmentations are conducted for positive samples including random translations within a radius region of the nodule, flipping, random scaling between [−0.9,+1.1], and random rotations of [90 • , 180 • , 270 • ] in the transverse plane. A small training patch size of 30 × 30 × 10 is used in the first stage for fast screening, then the second stage employed a larger size of 60 × 60 × 24 to include more contextual information. The 3D FCN model was initialized using a Gaussian distribution N (0, 0.01). The score volume threshold for candidate screening was set to 0.85, which was determined by a grid search on the validation set. For training the hybrid-loss residual network, the first three CL were initialized from the FCN model, and the other parameters were randomly initialized. The convolutions in the residual units used padding to preserve the dimension of feature maps. The λ and β of Equation (11) were set to 0.5 and 1 × 10 −4 , respectively.
The system achieved a CPM of 0.839 and a sensitivity of 0.906 at 2 FPs/scan. In Reference [66] , the proposed framework is divided into two modules. The first part is a 3D region proposal network for nodule detection, which outputs all suspicious nodules for a subject. The second one selects the top five nodules based on their detection confidence, evaluates their cancer probabilities and combines them with a leaky noisy-or gate to obtain the probability of lung cancer at the patient level. Both networks are based on a modified U-Net. A 3D Region Proposal Network (RPN) is built to predict the bounding boxes for nodules. The noisy-or [67] is a local causal probability model used in graph models, it assumes that an event can be caused by different factors, and the happening of any one of those can lead to the happening of the event with independent probability. A modified version is called leaky noisy-or, which also allows a leakage probability for the event when none of the factors occur. A 3D CNN is designed for detecting suspicious nodules. It is a region proposal network with a U-Net like architecture named N-Net. Due to GPU memory limitations, small 3D patches are extracted from lung scans and used as input for the network. The patch size is 128 × 128 × 128 × 1. Two kinds of patches are randomly selected. First, 70% of the inputs are selected in such a way they contain one or more nodules. Second, the remaining inputs are cropped randomly from lung scans that may not contain any nodule. The network has a feedforward path and a feedback path. The first one has two 3 × 3 × 3 convolutional layers, both with 24 channels. Then, four 3D residual blocks interleaved with four 3D max-pooling layers with size 2 × 2 × 2 and stride 2, are used. Each 3D residual block is composed of three residual units. All the convolutional kernels in the feedforward path have a kernel size of 3 × 3 × 3 and a padding of 1. The feedback path is composed of two deconvolutional layers with a stride of 2, a kernel size of 2, and two combining units which concatenates a feedforward block with a feedback block and send the output to a residual block. In the left combining unit, the location information is introduced as an extra input. This feature map has a size of 32 × 32 × 32 × 131. It is followed by two 1 × 1 × 1 convolutions with 64 and 15 channels respectively. Then, it is resized to 32 × 32 × 32 × 3 × 5. The last two dimensions correspond to the anchors and regressors respectively. The network has three anchors of different scales, corresponding to three bounding boxes with a length of 10, 30 and 60 mm, respectively. The five regression values are (ô,d x ,d y ,d z ,d r ). A sigmoid activation function is used for the first one, and no activation function is used for the others. For each image patch, a location crop sized 32 × 32 × 32 × 3 is outputted. The three channels correspond to coordinates in X, Y and Z axis, which are normalized between −1 and 1. For the loss function, Intersection over Union (IoU) is used. IoU evaluates performance by comparing two areas. The intersection between the ground truth bounding box and the current detection bounding box is divided by the union of the ground truth and the detection bounding boxes. IoU is used to determine the label of each anchor box. In which the ones with an IoU larger than 0.5 and smaller than 0.02 are treated as positive and negative samples, respectively. The classification loss for a box is defined by:
L cls = p log(p) + (1 − p)log(1 −p) (12) where p andp are the ground truth label and predicted label, respectively. The total regression loss is defined by:
where d andd are the bounding box regression labels and their corresponding predictions, respectively. The loss metric S is a smoothed L1-norm function. The loss function for each anchor box is defined by:
From Equation (14), it can be seen that the regression loss only applies to positive samples because only in these cases p = 1. To balance the nodule samples, big nodules' sampling frequencies are increased, since these are less represented in the database. Also, hard negative mining is used to collect hard (to classify) samples. This is done by first feeding the network with patches to obtain proposed bounding boxes with different confidences. Then, N negative samples are randomly selected from a candidate pool. Finally, these are sorted in descending order based on their classification confidence scores, and the top N samples are selected as hard negatives. Since the network is an FCN, the entire CT scan can be fed as an input. However, due to memory limitations, CT scans are split into 208 × 208 × 208 × 1 patches, which are processed independently and then combined. These patches have a 32 pixels overlap margin. And Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) is used to discriminate overlapping proposals. Once proposals are obtained, another model is used to predict their cancer probability. For cancer classification, proposals are picked stochastically in training, where the probability of being picked, for a nodule, is proportional to its confidence score. During testing, top five proposals are directly chosen. The N-Net architecture is reused, where for each selected proposal, a 96 × 96 × 96 × 1 patch centered on the nodule is fed. Then the last convolutional layer whose size is 24 × 24 × 24 × 128 is extracted. Finally, the central 2 × 2 × 2 voxels of each proposal are extracted and max-pooled, resulting in a 128-D feature. Features from the top five nodules are fed separately into the same two-layer perceptron with 64 hidden units and one output which indicates the probability. The final cancer probability is given by the Leaky noisy-or method:
where P d is the probability of a hypothetical dummy nodule. P d is learned automatically during training. To train the model, two lung scans datasets are used, the LUNA16 and the DSB. Data augmentation is used, by random left-right flipping and resizes with a ratio between 0.75 and 1.25, rotation and shifting. First, a mask extraction is performed to filter the image with a convex hull & dilation strategy for lung segmentation. Then, intensity is normalized to a [0,255] interval. The training procedure has three stages: (1) transfer the weights from the trained detector and train the classifier in the standard mode, (2) train the classifier with gradient clipping, then freeze the Batch Normalization (BN) parameters, (3) train the network for classification and detection alternately with gradient clipping and the stored BN parameters. The model was assessed with the DSB validation set, consisting of 198 cases. A CPM of 0.8562 and an AUC of 0.87 was achieved. With a threshold set to 0.5, a classification accuracy of 81.42% was obtained. Moreover, the cross-entropy loss for the Leaky noisy-or model was 0.4060.
The objective of the work proposed in Reference [68] is to develop and validate a reinforcement learning approach on deep neural networks for early detection of lung nodules in thoracic CT images. A 3D CNN architecture with ReLU activation is used, where the input is a complete volume of 10 × 512 × 512 pixels. Network details are shown in Figure 7 . The LUNA16 database is used for both training and validation. First, the data is normalized. The mean pixel value is subtracted and the result divided by the standard deviation of the pixel intensities of all images. Data augmentation is applied by using a random combination of translations, rotations, horizontal/vertical flipping, and inversions, on each sample. To balance the nodule and non-nodule states, a state is defined as every 10 stacked axial images. The balanced dataset contains a total of 2296 states, with an equal number of both states. For every epoch, 20% of the training set is left for cross-validation. The test sample consisted of 668 nodules. These reported results are based on a cutoff value of 0.5. For training the network achieved more than 99% in all the metrics (Accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV). However, for testing the results were very low, with an accuracy of 64.4%, a sensitivity of 0.589, a specificity of 0.553, a PPV of 0.542 and an NPV of 0.6. As the results show, there is overfitting, which is explained by the authors to be the effect of the small dataset. Even though the model includes dropout and data augmentation, together barely damped the effect. It is worth noticing that one of the strengths of this approach is the non use of preprocessing. Since CT scans vary in their parameters, preprocessing approaches add more complexity in reproducing the experimental results. The pipeline of the work in Reference [69] is divided into nodule detection and nodule classification. Two deep 3D Dual Path Networks (DPN) are designed for nodule detection and classification, respectively. For nodule detection, a 3D Faster R-CNN is designed with 3D dual path blocks and a U-Net-like encoder-decoder structure to learn nodule features. For nodule classification, Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) with 3D dual path network features is proposed. Due to the computational cost of 3D CNN, 3D dual path networks are proposed as a building block, since deep DPN is more compact and provides better performance than residual networks [70] . For the nodule classification, GBM is chosen in virtue of its performance when we have effective features. First, a 3D Faster R-CNN with Deep 3D Dual Path Net for Nodule Detection is implemented. Dual path networks take the advantages of both residual learning which enables feature reuse and the reduction of the vanishing gradient problem, and dense connections that have the advantage of exploiting new features, and merge them in its implementation. One part, F(x)[d :], is used for residual learning, the other part, F(x)[: d], is used for dense connection (d is a hyper-parameter for deciding how many new features to exploit). In the 3D Faster R-CNN network for region proposal generation, dual path blocks are used in the decoder network as shown in Figure 8a , where feature maps are processed by deconvolution layers and dual path block, which are subsequently concatenated with the corresponding layer in the encoder network. 3 anchors are designed (5, 10, 20) for different scales. Anchors use IoU with the ground truth to determine whether it is positive (>0.5) or negative (<0.02). For nodule classification, a Gradient Boosting Machine with Dual Path Network feature is designed and shown in Figure 8b . First, a 32 × 32 × 32 patch centered in the nodule candidate is cropped as input to the network. A convolutional layer is used to extract features. Then 30 3D dual path blocks are employed to learn higher level features. Finally, average pooling and binary logistic regression layer are used to estimate malignancy. By combining nodule size with raw 3D cropped nodule pixels and GBM classifier, they achieved 86.12% average test accuracy. For the network's input, the CT is split into several 96 × 96 × 96 patches which are processed by the detector. Then all detected results are combined together. A threshold on the detected probabilities is set to 0.12. NMS is used based on detection probability with the IoU threshold of 0.1. Once the nodule candidates are obtained, they are cropped to a 32 × 32 × 32 size. The detected nodule size is kept as feature input for later downstream classification. For the pixel feature, a cropped size of 16 × 16 × 16 centered on the detected nodule is used. The system is evaluated on both nodules-level and patient-level diagnosis in the LUNA16 dataset. Data augmentation is used by randomly flipping the image and cropping at scales between 0.75 to 1.25. Also, for the classification network, random patches of size 4 × 4 × 4 are set to zero and the data is normalized with the mean and standard deviation obtained from training data. The 3D DPN Faster R-CNN with 26 dual path blocks achieves a CPM of 0.842, without any false positive reduction stage. The system with 3D DPN features and 3D Faster R-CNN for nodule size and raw nodule pixels detection achieved a 90.44% accuracy. A pipeline without a candidate detection step is proposed by Jenuwine et al. [71] . This framework, once trained, it can be directly applied to CT overlapping-subvolumes to detect nodules. The designed CNN consists of convolutional, ReLU, and max-pooling layers to extract volumetric features, followed by FC layers, and a softmax function. Kernels were initialized using Gaussian distributions, scaled according to kernel size. Categorical cross-entropy was used as the cost function with Adam as an optimization algorithm [72] . Batch normalization, dropout, and early stopping of training were used to avoid overfitting. The architecture of the CNN is based on the VGG-16 network [43] . Using a scaled-down adaptation of this network, consisting of four convolutional layers, alternated with two max-pooling layers and followed by two FC layers. Kernel size is chosen to be 3 × 3 × 3 with zero-padding and max-pooling of 2 × 2 × 2, both applied with a stride of 1. To select the remaining hyper-parameters, random search is performed, which has been proved to be more efficient than manual and grid-based search algorithms [73] . 30 iterations were performed for the search, which guarantees a 95% chance of finding a result within a 10% interval of the true optimum. The performance of each set of hyperparameters was evaluated using 3-fold cross-validation on a subset of 1318 subvolumes from the training data. The LIDC-IDRI dataset is used for training and validation. The scans with slice thickness >2.5 mm were excluded. From the remaining 666 scans, 86 were set aside to evaluate the system. The nodules which boundary coordinates are outliers in any axis are also excluded. Outliers are defined as values that fall more than 1.5 times in the inter-quartile range above the third quartile, yielding upper limits of 31 pixels × 29 pixels × 13 slices. Nodules found only by 1 or 2 radiologists were also excluded. Finally, 775 nodules lie within the described criteria. As input, based on the largest nodules in the dataset, an input size of 40 pixels × 40 pixels × 18 slices is chosen, in order to allow the network to capture contextual information about the nodules. Data augmentation is also used, by performing random translations of up to 10 pixels in the x-y planes and 4 slices in the z plane, also reflections and rotations in all possible directions were used, yielding to 5425 subvolumes. In addition, intensity clipping is used with a range of [−1434, 2446]. All the negative subvolumes from one scan are used, together with the complete set of positives, to further train the existing network, using class weights to compensate for the unbalanced dataset. The network is then applied to all of the negatives from the next two training scans, the false positives are selected and used as a set of negative examples for the next iteration of training, allowing to train selectively on hard examples. A sliding window approach was used, segmenting the scan into overlapping subvolumes. A stride of 20 is chosen in the x-y directions, while 9 in the z-direction. Due to the overlapping subvolumes. An adjusted FP metric was defined by using the average number of subvolumes which detected each true nodule as an estimate for the number of FP subvolumes per FP "object". Using these calculations, they constructed the FROC curve comparing sensitivities to both original and adjusted FPs rates per scan. The hyperparameters found by a second random search on a narrower parameter space resulted in a learning rate of 0.00024, batch size of 60, dropout rates of 0.09 in CL and 0.56 in the FC layers, 32 kernels in the first two CL, 64 kernels in the next two CL, and 64 nodules in the FC layers. The iterative training scheme showed a significant improvement over the first few iterations. Improvement is especially notable between the second and third iteration. This test only incorporates 5 training scans from among the hundreds available, serving as a proof of concept that continued iterative training could lead to greater gains in performance. The initial performance was not accurate enough for the system to be usable or comparable to existing CAD systems.
The NODULe model proposed in Reference [74] , uses a conventional method for nodule detection and a deep learning model for nodule identification. A multi-scale Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filters and prior shape and size constraints are used to detect nodules. As deep learning model, a densely dilated 3D DCNN is used to both nodule identification and diameter estimation. By using dense blocks and dilated convolution, the network is able to encode rich receptive fields and extract spatial discriminatory representations, thanks to the multi-scale hierarchical and superimposed architecture [13, 75] . This framework consists of three parts: lung segmentation, detection of nodule candidates and identification of a genuine nodule from candidates. To segment the lung in each CT scan three steps are performed: (1) the value is set to −400 HU as threshold to extract the lung region;
(2) The morphological closing to fill holes and the morphological dilation with a disk structure element of size 5 is adopted to produce a lung mask that covers as much lung tissues as possible; (3) This mask is applied to the CT scan to get the volume of lung. For the detection of nodule candidates, a scaled-normalized LoG filter approach is used. To manage different scales, 21 scale-normalized LoG filters are applied to each CT slice, obtaining 21 response maps. Then the Otsu algorithm [76] is used to binarize each response map and compute the union of 21 binarized response maps, in which each connected region is defined as a nodule candidate region. Then, a threshold on circularity is used to filter candidates. Connectedness of candidate regions with their adjacent slices is computed to finally obtain nodule candidate volumes. The identification of genuine nodules is achieved with a densely dilated 3D DCNN. It contains seven 3D convolutional layers, four 3D pooling layers and two densely dilated convolutional blocks (DDCBs). The first four CL kernels are sized 3 × 3 × 3, the fifth CL uses 32 2 × 2 × 2 kernels, and the last two CL are flattened to be two parallel output layers: one used for nodule classification, and the other for nodule diameter estimation. The first pooling layer uses 3D average pooling, the other three pooling layers are max-pooling. The DDCB is shown in Figure 9 . It consists of three CL with 16 kernels, with a dilation rate of 2. To add multi-scale contextual information, the feature maps generated in each layer are concatenated into one feature map with a larger number of channels. As input, a patch of size 32 × 32 × 32 is cropped according to the center coordinate provided by the LUNA16 dataset. Data augmentation is performed as rotations along the z-axis and left-right flipping. Negative samples are cropped which include false positives detected and randomly selected samples, to ensure the ratio of positive and negative samples is 1:10. For training, the nodule classification layer uses cross-entropy error loss, while the diameter regression layer uses the mean square error as the loss function. Batch normalization and 50% dropout is used at the CLs' inputs. The weights are initialized from a normal distribution and biases set to zero. 10-fold cross-validation was used to evaluate the model, which achieves a CPM of 0.947 and an average diameter estimation error of 1.23mm. The average false negative rate (FNR) was 0.053 (details are given in Table 4 ). Bronmans et al. [77] propose a simple 5-layer 3D CNN for pixel-wise nodule segmentation, that can achieve competitive performance without extensive preprocessing or feature engineering. The architecture consists of four CL followed by a single FC layer. The input consists of 8 slices of 60 × 60 pixels, also the batch size of the input is set to 3. Each CL uses 3 × 3 × 3 kernels, and all convolutions have a stride of 1 in all dimensions. Zero padding was applied to preserve the dimensions of the data. ReLU activation is used along with batch normalization, after every CL. The first two CL are followed by a 2 × 2 max-pooling operation with a stride of 2. The fourth CL is followed by a binary interpolation to upsample the data to the original input size. Then, an FC layer with 2048 features connects to a final FC layer with two output channels per pixel, providing the raw logits for pixel-wise binary classification. A final softmax activation is used to interpret the output as probabilities. Xavier algorithm is used for weight initialization and bias was initialized to zero. Weighted cross-entropy between the output and the true labels is used to assess the model's error. The average error of all pixels in a sample is used as the loss function to evaluate the performance on that sample. Then the average loss over all samples is used to quantify the overall performance. For training, 75% of the data available on the LIDC dataset is used, which was further augmented. The samples of size 8 × 512 × 512 were taken from the image data, these contain at least 4 slices with a malignant nodule greater than 3mm in radius. From these samples, ground truth data is generated by taking the union of the location annotated by experts. This yielded to a total of 1132 samples, in which 849 were used for training, 135 for testing and 148 for validation, respectively. Data augmentation was used by allowing in every epoch a 50% chance of flip horizontally, vertically, or rotated 90 • , 180 • or 270 • with 1/3 probability for each original sample. This process was performed online. The images were reduced to 8 × 60 × 60 using bilinear interpolation. Images were transformed to HU, and then sample-wide normalized to increase the performance of the CNN. Also, during the training, the masks given by each radiologist for each nodule were different and yielded to disputed pixels. To address this problem, during training the union of all annotated masks was considered. But the performance was evaluated considering the intersection between them. The model achieved 88.8% accuracy on the test set, a sensitivity of 0.486 and a specificity of 0.904.
The proposed system in Reference [78] uses two 3D deep learning models, one for candidate generation and the other for false positive reduction. An overview of the pipeline is shown in Figure 10 . First a nodule segmentation DNN is used to generate candidates. This network generates nodule candidates, in which there are many false positives. For that purpose, a second DNN used a binary classification of nodules or non-nodules to classify the candidates. To tackle the differences in thickness among CT scans, isotropic resampling of the images using third-order spline interpolation is used to resize all voxels to a uniform size of 1 mm 3 . To reduce computational costs, and reduce false positives, lung segmentation is performed, using a threshold-based technique. This study presents a 3D U-Net architecture specifically adapted for nodule segmentation. The candidate generation is obtained with a 3D CNN, specifically a U-Net-inspired DNN architecture. This network takes an input volume of size 64 × 64 × 64 and outputs a 32 × 32 × 32 volume. Due to the size difference between input and output, a 16-unit buffer was created on all sides of ROI, to generate a size-coherent output. A sliding window approach with a step size of 32 was used to scan the whole ROI. Then, a threshold was applied to filter irrelevant findings. Since the output is a probability volume, all values less than 0.1 were set to zero. Then, the remaining probabilities were converted into a binary map, where labels were generated and centroids were computed. Also, features are obtained from this procedure, including the volume of each nodule candidate. From this feature, another threshold is used to reduce false positives, where all nodules smaller than 8 mm 3 were discarded. This value was found empirically. For false positive reduction, a 3D CNN is used. The architecture for this network was based on the Inception ResNet proposed by Szegedy et al. [11] , but adapted for 3D images. Scaled exponential linear units are used as activation function since it has been proved that they perform better than ReLU for very deep networks [79] . Weights are initialized by a Gaussian distribution, and alpha dropout is used as regularization. 1 × 1 × 1 convolutions are used between concurrent residual blocks, to maintain a constant number of features. The entire architecture contains 1.28 million trainable parameters. The LUNA16 dataset was used to evaluate the system. Data augmentation was employed by applying random translations up to 14 units along each axis, random rotations up to 90 • on each axis, and random flipping on each axis. For training the candidate generation network, 10-fold cross-validation was used. For optimization the Dice coefficient [80, 81] was used to measure the overlap between the prediction and the ground-truth. To optimize the network the objective function J(θ) is defined as J(θ) = 1 − DC(G, P), where P is the set of prediction results, G is the set of ground truth, and DC is the Dice Coefficient. The false positive reduction network was trained as a binary classifier, with the candidates generated from the best performing models. Data augmentation was also used, considering random translations up to 2 units, random rotations up to 15 • about each axis, and random flipping on each axis. Data were normalized by subtracting the mean and divided by the image's standard deviation. The system achieves a detection rate of 0.9477 with 30.39 FPs/scan for candidate generation, while for false positive reduction a sensitivity of 0.9421 with 1.789 FPs/scan is reached. The overall detection rate on the test data was 0.8929 with 1.789 FPs/scan. The CPM for the whole system was 0.8135. More results are shown in Table 5 . The work in Reference [82] proposes a 3D-UNet-like architecture for nodule detection and three 3D CNN for false positive reduction. These three nets are ensembled to get a final probability for each candidate. This 3D UNet-like architecture for the nodule detection takes a cropped volume of size 128 × 128 × 128 as input and produces a 5 × 1 vector, representing the location, radius, and probability of the candidate nodule. Nodules located closer than 3 mm are merged together. NMS is used for computing the final probability. Nodules with a probability of less than 0.1 are discarded. The probability derived from this step is denoted p step 1 . For the purpose of false positive reduction, three different models are used as an ensemble to reduce false positives. These models are a 3D-DCNN, 3D-WRN-18-2, and a cascaded 3D-DCNN, which outputs are averaged. The 3D-DCNN Model can be described in three stages. In each stage, there are two convolutional layers, followed by a batch normalization and a leaky ReLU layer, respectively. A max-pooling layer is connected to the second activation layer. The number of kernels for the CL on each stage are 32, 64, 128 respectively. A 2-way softmax activation layer is used after the last max-pooling layer. Also to avoid overfitting, 50% dropout is added after max-pooling layers and FC layers. The second model consists of a 3D-WRN-18-2, which is a 3D version of the WRN-18-2 proposed in Reference [83] . The 18 represent the total number of CL and the 2 stands for the widen factor. There are three stages in total, each with 6 CL. Then a max-pooling layer is applied, and finally a 2-way softmax activation layer. 10% dropout is added after max-pooling layers and FC layers as regularization. The final model consists of a 5-stage cascaded 3D-DCNN model, meaning that there are five 3D-DCNN just like the first model, cascaded one after the other. After each stage, the training set is reduced leaving samples that are hard to classify. This enables every network to learn different and specific features to better discriminate nodules. Once all the 3 probabilities from the different models are obtained, these are averaged and yield to a probability for each nodule candidate, denoted as p stage 2 . Finally, the ensemble probability is computed as p f inal = 0.4p step 1 + 0.6p step 2 . These weights were set empirically. The nodule detector network was evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation on the LUNA16 dataset. The values of the CT scan were set to [−1000, 1000] HU interval. Then data is interpolated to have the same voxel spacing between different CT scans (x:0.5556 mm, y:0.5556, z:1 mm). Finally, a 40 × 40 × 24 cubes are cropped around a nodule. From that cube, a random crop of size 36 × 36 × 24 (20 mm × 20 mm × 20 mm) is obtained. Data augmentation is used to tackle the issue of imbalanced classes. Rotations of 90 • , 180 • , 270 • are performed, along with a shift within 2 pixels on the XY plane, zoom out, zoom in and flip along the x and y-axis. This increased by 7 times the number of positive samples. The weights of the networks were initialized from a normal distribution and trained by minimizing the cross-entropy loss with Adam optimizer and a learning rate initialized to 0.0001. The recall for the nodule detection network was 0.991 with an FP/TP ratio of 16. A CPM of 0.966 is obtained in the false positive reduction task. This model obtained a second place on the false positive reduction task on the LUNA16 Challenge. The whole CAD system achieves a CPM of 0.947, yielding to the third place in the LUNA16 Challenge Leaderboard on the complete nodule detection task.
Another proposed work [82] ranked first at the LUNA16 Challenge, at both nodule detection and false positive reduction categories. For Nodule detection, a network motivated by Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) is used as architecture. False positive reduction is based on two 3D CNN classifiers. Focal loss [84] is used, since it has been proven to better manage the problem of class imbalance. Batch normalization and weight initialization by Xavier are used. Nodule detection is based on FPN. These type of networks have a similar architecture to U-Net, but leverages it as feature pyramid, with predictions made independently at all levels. The FPN network showed significant improvement compared to existing methods. A volume of size 128 × 128 × 128 is cropped from the CT scan, and set as the input of the network. Also, adding hard negatives is used. First, N negative samples are randomly selected from a candidate pool. The samples are sorted in descending order based on their confidence score, then the top n samples are chosen as hard negatives. This method showed to be more effective than focal loss alone. For false positive reduction, two 3D DCNN are used for the classification purpose. First, a 4-stage classifier network is proposed, which, in the first 3 stages contain two 3D CL followed by batch normalization, ReLU activation layers, and 3D max-pooling layers. Each stage contains dropout to avoid overfitting. Finally, the last stage contains 3 FC layers with dropout. The second network is based on a 3D U-Net architecture. It is first trained for nodule detection, then changed and fine-tuned for classification. This network also uses focal loss function, as it can focus the training on the hard-to-class samples by reducing the weights of easy-to-class samples. The final outcome results from the fusion of both classification models. This work uses LUNA16 dataset to evaluate the model. First, a −600 HU threshold is used to get a 0-1 3D map and extract the lung area. Then, the final image pixels values are clipped to [−1200, 600] and normalized to [0, 255] . Pixels for a non-lung area are set to 170. Finally, a 128 × 128 × 128 cube is extracted. For the false positive reduction task, a multi-scale strategy is used, and two cubes of sizes 36 × 48 × 48 and 20 × 36 × 36, are cropped around the nodule, respectively. Oversampling over positive samples is used to tackle the class imbalance. Methods like sliding window crop, flipping in all axes, rotations of 90 • , 180 • , 270 • , and multi-scale transform are used as data augmentation. This yielded to an expansion of positive samples up to 300 times the original size. For the 3D DCNN, it was found empirically that using a 36 × 48 × 48 cube for training and then fine-tuning it with 20 × 36 × 36 samples achieved good results. The U-Net classifier network uses a volume of size 32 × 32 × 32. 10-fold cross-validation on the LUNA16 dataset was used to assess the model, achieving a CPM of 0.968 on false positive reduction task and a CPM of 0.951 on nodule detection task.
A two-stage nodule detection framework is proposed in Reference [82] . It detects nodule candidates with CNN trained separately on 2D axial images and 3D CT volumes. Then it is followed by a 3D deep residual network to reduce false positives. For the purpose of nodule candidate detection, both 2D and 3D DCNN are used. The 3D DCNN for segmentation is inspired by a U-Net like structure. This network uses volume patches of size 80 × 80 × 80 as input, fed into three down-sampling blocks. Each block contains consecutive CLs of size 3 × 3 × 3, stride 1 and padding for keeping the input dimension, followed by 2 × 2 × 2 3D max-pooling layers. The coarsest resolution features are convoluted with 3 × 3 × 3 filters twice to learn high-level representations. The resulting feature maps are then fed into consecutive up-sampling blocks. Each block up-samples features by 2 to finally restore the input resolution. In order to enhance the spatial restoration, up-sampled features are merged with down-sampled features at the same spatial resolution. Finally, a 1 × 1 × 1 convolution is used to reshape the feature map to the original input shape to feed the sigmoid activation which enables to output a probability segmentation map. Batch normalization is used on each block, and 25% dropout is applied on the coarsest resolution layers. Also, ReLU activation was used on the network. The 2D DCNN on the other hand, adopts the same structure proposed above, with the exception of using 2D filters and inputs an image of size 128 × 128 for training. Samples are interpolated into 0.6 mm spacing for all dimensions, this allows the network to extract finer details compared to the previous network. After thresholding both outputs masks, the results that are found in one mask and are not included in the other, are kept. While for the ones that are included in both masks, the intersection is used. For reducing the false positives and classifying the nodules captured by the previous step, a 3D DCNN binary classifier is used. For training, the 3D DCNN, minimizing the Dice coefficient over a mini-batch with Adam optimizer is used. For testing, CT images are interpolated to 1 mm in all axes. Then, a sliding window approach is used with 25% overlap. Then overlapping zones are averaged. The training of the 2D DCNN is also performed by using Dice coefficient loss with Adam optimizer. Since this network required less computational resources, it was applied directly to the whole image. For training the false positive reduction network, the input is first reshaped to have 0.8 mm spacing by using interpolation. Pixel intensity is normalized to [0,1] interval. Then 40 × 40 × 40 patches are cropped. The crop size is 1.5 times larger than the original box size. Also, the patches are standardized to zero mean and unitary variance. In order to tackle the class imbalance problem, data augmentation techniques are used, like horizontal and vertical flips, random variations in patch intensity within (−0.15, 0.15), Gaussian blur, rotation at random angles within (−60, 60) degree range, and random cropping with a crop size N times larger than the bounding box size, where N is a uniformly distributed variable between [1. 25, 1.75] . In the testing stage, Test Data Augmentation (TDA) is used by using flipped and rotated patches from the same candidate, finally the probabilities are merged by averaging the outputs. 10-fold cross-validation in LUNA16 is performed to assess the models. For the nodule detection task, the model achieves a CPM of 0.95, obtaining the 2nd position at the LUNA16 Challenge Leaderboard on the Nodule Detection category. For the false positive reduction, the network achieves a CPM of 0.916, reaching the fifth place on that category.
Ardila et al. [85] propose a deep learning algorithm that uses both the current and the prior CT scan (when available) to detect, localize and evaluate cancer risk of lung nodules. The approach consists of three main parts. First, a 3D CNN, called full-volume model, performs an analysis of the entire CT scan which is trained by CT volumes with pathology-confirmed cancer. The model was implemented by a 3D inflated Inception V1 [10, 86] pre-trained on ImageNet, and tuned to predict cancer. Focal loss was used to train the network. Second, an ROI detection CNN is trained to detect cancer candidate regions. It was implemented using RetinaNet [84] adapted for 3D images and removing the feature pyramid network [87] . It was trained on the LIDC dataset and a subset of NLST. Third, a cancer risk prediction CNN model evaluates the malignancy of both the output of the full-volume model and the ROI detection model. This might also include the regions of prior CT scans, to evaluate cancer risk of the corresponding region in the previous scan and assigning a case-level malignancy score. The third part is also trained on case-level pathology-confirmed cancer labels. For the lung segmentation, Mask-RCNN [88] was used and trained with the LUNA16 dataset. The network is used to find the center of the corresponding bounding box. All these deep learning models were trained, finetuned and tested with the NLST dataset. The proposed approach achieved an AUC of 0.944. Tests were also conducted in two phases to compare the performance of the approach against 6 radiologists on a different dataset. First, both model and radiologists evaluated a set of CT scans. The model achieved an AUC of 0.959 outperforming all 6 radiologists. A second test was conducted, where prior CT scans from the previous year was available for both radiologists and the deep model. The model achieved an AUC of 0.926 which on average outperformed the radiologists.
Huang et al. [89] propose the use of a non-sharpening mask to help a deep learning architecture to learn the features of a malignant nodule. Table 6 . 
False Positive Reduction
In this section, we present the works which focus only on false positive reduction task without a nodule detection step. Here, the input is a nodule candidate and the proposed model is a classifier that outputs the label of the nodule as benign or malignant. These works are divided into 2D and 3D approaches.
2D Deep Learning Approaches
Two main works were proposed for 2D deep learning. They are presented in the following. In Reference [92] , the authors propose two methods based on CNNs and Extreme Learning Machines (ELM). They use an unsupervised method, proposing a deep Sparse Autoencoder (SAE) [93] called multi-SAE (MSAE), in order to obtain features characterizing the lung nodules. Moreover, they use staked SAE instead of one-dimensional higher SAE network to avoid feature dimension issues. Using an MSAE network, feature extractors for different scales are learned from raw lung nodule image patches. These are then convoluted to produce feature vectors for SVM classification. The SAE is based on a feed-forward neural network, in which, the parameters of the network are trained to generate an output equal to the input. In other words, trying to minimize the discrepancy between the input and its reconstruction. This process allows the network to learn features that are important for the representation. To avoid a huge number of hidden nodes, which are harder to train, they use a deep SAE network stacked with multi-layer SAE to extract robust features. In order to learn from the different sizes and morphologies of lung nodules, three different scale networks are used. The input is a 1024-dimension column vector that represents the 32 × 32 nodule patch. In the CNN of this framework, the convolutional layers are used as a feature extractor at the beginning of the pipeline, with learned feature extractors of size 5 × 5, 10 × 10 and 13 × 13. Then extraction is performed using an autoencoder with 16 hidden units. Given the 32 × 32 patches, W 2 weight matrix from MSAE can be obtained. Its size is 16 × (32 − h n + 1) × (32 − h n + 1) where h n is the size of a feature extractor. From the LIDC data, they extracted 283 nodules with a diameter greater than 3 mm. For each nodule, only the slice in which the nodule has the largest area is considered. Nodules are grouped into three categories. Nodules classified as 2, 3 and 4 are denoted as uncertain, while those classified as 5 and 1 are regarded as malignant and benign, respectively. They use 10,663 lung patches in their dataset. In this framework, they use a linear SVM for classification. Training is conducted following the leave-one-subject-out scheme. So no patch from the same subject is used in the training, to avoid overfitting. The proposed framework achieved an accuracy of 96% on malignant nodules classification.
The work in Reference [94] proposes a CAD system consisting of a multi-view Convolutional network, which for each candidate a set of 2D patches are extracted from differently oriented planes. These are processed in one CNN stream and their outputs are merged by a dedicated fusion method in order to obtain a final classification. Candidates are generated by three existing CAD systems [95] [96] [97] . The candidates located closer than 5 mm to each other are merged and their measurements (position and probability) are averaged. The LUNA16 database is used for training and testing. Furthermore, they use ANODE09 and DLCST database to test the model. Each stream of CNN processes a different view of the candidate (referred to as multi-view architecture). Fusing the results of different views with different methods yields to a network that takes advantage of different three-dimensional features. Two hyper-parameters were identified as critical, the number of views and the fusion method. Each 2D CNN consists of 3 CL and max-pooling layers. The input is a 64 × 64 pixel patch. The first layer has 24 kernels of 5 × 5 × 1, the second layers consists of 48 kernels of size 3 × 3 × 24, while the third CL consists of 48 kernels of size 3 × 3 × 32. The max-pooling layers are sized 2 × 2 with stride 2. The last layer is FC with 16 output units. ReLU activation is used in the network. RMSprop [98] is used as optimizer and cross-entropy is used as loss. The weights are updated using mini-batches of 128 examples. Also, a dropout of 0.5 in the first FC layer for regularization. Weights were initialized using normalized initialization, and biases were set to zero. For the fusion approaches, three different methods were tested. Committee-fusion, which consisted of adding a classification layer made of an additional FC layer with softmax activation function. Each network was trained separately and the results were combined using a product rule. Late-Fusion, that concatenates the outputs of the first FC layers as input to the classification layer. Mixed-fusion, that uses a combination of the previous two approaches, combining multiple late-fused CNN in a committee-fusion. In particular, from the nine patches, 3 groups are divided, each with 3 different patches. Patches of 50 × 50 mm centered on the nodule were extracted and resized to 64 × 64 pixels at a resolution of 0.78 mm. The pixel intensity range was scaled to [0,1]. To obtain the different oriented patches, a 50 × 50 × 50 cube enclosing the nodule candidate is considered, then nine patches were extracted on the planes of symmetry of the cube. Data augmentation was used by translating candidates by 1mm in each axis, scaling the patches to 40, 45, 50 and 55 mm and randomly upsampling the candidates from the nodule class to further balance both classes. Also, test-data augmentation (TDA) is used on each candidate, by adding resized versions of the patches. The prediction was obtained by averaging predictions computed from the augmented data. To assess the data, 5-fold cross-validation is performed on the LUNA16 dataset. This method achieves sensitivities of 0.854 and 0.901 at 1 and 4 FP/scan, respectively. With a best CPM of 0.827 using 9 views and late-fusion. The best AUC is 0.996 using mixed-fusion. Further information about the obtained results is shown in Table 7 . The evaluation on the independent DLCST dataset achieves a sensitivity of 0.765 at 6 FPs/scan. They also obtained 0.637 CPM on solid set of ANODE09 dataset. It is noted by the authors that adding more views may improve the performance. 
3D Deep Learning Approaches
The work in Reference [99] proposes the use of three 3D CNN in parallel, each one with a different receptive field in order to capture the variation of nodule characteristics such as size, shape and contextual information around the nodules, which could help in nodule detection. This model uses 3D kernels, which allows the network to learn 3D information about the nodules. To obtain the final result, the output prediction of each network are merged. All three networks have 3 CL, a max-pooling after the first CL, and two FC layers after the last CL, followed by a softmax layer to estimate the nodules' probability. All networks use ReLU activation. Since the networks are different, they encode different information, and by merging their predictions a more complete feature representation estimate can be obtained. For any given candidate j, each network outputs a prediction I j . Then the final fused probability is given by
is the fused prediction probability of Y j belonging to class c outputted by the whole framework. The constant values γ ϕ were determined using a grid search on a small subset of the training data (γ 1 = 0.3, γ 2 = 0.4, γ 3 = 0.3), and θ represent all the parameters yet to train. Weights are initialized from a Gaussian distribution N (0, 0.01 2 ). 20% dropout was used in both convolutional and FC layers to avoid overfitting. The LUNA16 database was used, and as data augmentation strategy to balance the classes, translations and rotations were used for ground truth nodule positions. One voxel in each direction was used as translation, while 90 • , 180 • , and 270 • were implemented as rotations in the transverse plane. A total of 650,000 training samples were obtained, they were clipped into a [−1000 HU, 400 HU] and then normalized to the [0, 1] interval. Also, the mean grayscale was subtracted. 10-fold cross-validation on the LUNA16 database was used to assess the model. A CPM of 0.827 and a sensitivity of 0.922 at 8 FPs/scan were achieved.
Another work is proposed by Nasrullah et al. [100] . The authors propose a multiple staged framework with a nodule classification network as its final stage. To be able to identify nodule malignancy, the approach learns complex features using a Gradient Boosting Machine and MixNet [101] which combines efficiently the advantages of Dual Path Networks (DPN), Residual Networks (ResNet) and Densly Connected Networks (DenseNet). The CT scan image is cropped to a volume of 32 × 32 × 32 and fed to the convolutional layers in a 3D MixNet architecture responsible of feature extraction. First, a 3 × 3 × 3 convolution with 64 kernels is applied, then 30 3D MixNet blocks are used in sections of 3, 4, 20 and 3 blocks respectively. Average pooling was used after two convolutional layers, and the final classification of benign or malignant is obtained using logistic regression. Training and evaluation of the network was conducted on LIDC-IDRI and LUNA16 datasets. 3250 nodules were used for training with an equal number of benign and malignant nodules. The 32 × 32 × 32 nodule patches were zero-padded to get a 36 × 36 × 36 size, and then randomly cropped to augment the data. The model achieved an accuracy of 88.83%.
Discussion and Comparative Results
From the different methods presented, it can be seen that some of them divided the work into two stages (candidate detection and false positive reduction) and others tackle the problem in just one network.
Due to these different approaches, different results are presented. In order to compare the reviewed models, we present three different tables in which the metrics are shown. Table 8 shows the results presented for the candidate detection stage and Table 9 presents the results for the false positive reduction stage. Finally, the models that present the results from the whole CAD system, nodule detection to nodule classification, are shown in Table 10 . Some papers, present results from the complete model with different metrics, while others only showed the results for each stage of the framework. It is worth noticing that the models use different datasets, a different number of samples, and different criteria for positive/negative samples. As another consideration, since the DSB dataset did not reveal the origin of its sources, it might or might not contain samples from other databases.
For candidate detection models in Table 8 , the best CPM is obtained by team Patech from the LUNA16 competition [82] which achieved 0.951, followed by team JianPeiCAD which obtained a 0.95 CPM. Both these approaches are based on 3D CNN. The best CPM achieved by a 2D approach was obtained by Xie [42] , reaching a CPM of 0.775. The three models were evaluated on the LUNA16 dataset.
It is worth noticing that the team LUNA16FONOVACAD, from the LUNA16 competition, achieved a sensitivity of 0.991 with a PPV of 0.059 using a 3D CNN approach. While Ding et al. [49] obtained a sensitivity of 0.946 with 15 FPs/scan using a 2D CNN architecture. Finally, for false positive reduction, it can be observed from Table 9 that the best three CPM are obtained by Patech, LUNA16FONOVACAD, and JianPeiCAD teams from LUNA16 competition [82] . These teams achieved a CPM of 0.968, 0.966, and 0.916, respectively. All of these frameworks are 3D CNN based. When compared with the AUC metric, the best performing methods are from the works of Setio et al. [94] , Gruetzemacher et al. [78] and Xie et al. [42] , achieving an AUC of 0.996, 0.9835 and 0.954, respectively. Gruetzemacher et al. [78] , used a 3D CNN approach, while the other two authors used a 2D CNN based architecture. From Table 10 it can be seen that Zhang et al. [74] and the team of LUNA16FONOVACAD [82] presents the highest CPM with 0.947, obtained by testing on the LUNA16 dataset. Followed by a CPM of 0.876 achieved by Huang et al. [89] in the LUNA16/Ali Tianchi dataset. In third place, a CPM of 0.856 was obtained by Liao et al. [66] on the DBS dataset. All the above-mentioned works were based on 3D Convolutional Neural Networks. The closest performance in CPM that uses a 2D approach is Setio et al.'s work [94] , reaching a CPM of 0.824 on the LUNA16 dataset. If AUC is used as a metric of performance, Setio et al. [94] achieve the best performance with 0.996 on the LUNA16 dataset. Then an AUC of 0.9665 is obtained by Xie [41] on the LIDC-IDRI dataset. Third, an AUC of 0.949 is achieved by Ardila et al. [85] on the NLST dataset. In this case, the first two are 2D approaches, based on CNN and Fuse-TSD respectively, while the third is a 3D CNN approach.
Overall, we can see that the best performing models used architectures based on three-dimensional convolutional neural networks. While 2D approaches are computationally less expensive, due to the fact that CT volumes are 3D images, three-dimensional kernels can detect more details about the nodules, which are inherently a three-dimensional structure. However, since the different models were tested on different databases and with different augmentations, the comparison between their performances is not straight forward. Still the analysis help points out important characteristics for building a robust deep learning architecture for lung cancer detection. 
Conclusions
In this work, we presented different deep CAD systems and models that pursue the common objective of alleviating the work of radiologists in lung nodule detection. It is shown that deep learning has achieved a level of precision that allows implementation, not only as a second opinion in diagnosis but as a powerful tool that can be considered by physicians in their work.
The surveyed work shows that deep learning techniques have led to high performances for lung cancer detection using CT scans. The proposed techniques are based on deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). Some of the proposed approaches used hybrid deep and classical machine learning techniques. 3D convolutional neural network architectures showed their usefulness on obtaining representative features of malignant nodules, as most of the best-performing methods used them. In particular, densely connected networks and wide residual networks along with the U-Net architecture obtained very interesting results. While 3D CNN show the best performances overall, 2D CNN techniques also give some very interesting results.
Popular techniques such as U-Net, Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN, YOLO, VGG, ResNet, and so forth, were used to build the convolutional networks for nodule detection and false positive reduction. Future works can further improve convolutional architectures for the purpose of lung cancer detection. Both the design of new architectures and the study of the existing ones could improve the performance and the computational cost especially for three-dimensional networks. Some recent deep learning techniques have shown important improvements in the results of segmentation and classification. It is worth developing a new CAD system using such techniques. For example, for nodule detection we can use the new YOLO v3 [102] which adds some scale invariance and can help detect lung nodules of different sizes. New segmentation techniques such as DeepLabv3+ [103] and Gated-SCNN [104] can also be used to extract nodules candidates. The classification of the nodule into malignant or benign can benefit from the performance of the recently proposed deep EfficientNet architectures [105] . These recent techniques can be used for 2D or adapted to 3D data processing. Using multiple slices as input in the 2D deep networks can also be considered. 2D networks are more efficient in term of processing time and memory requirement, which makes them an interesting solution for processing large medical DICOM data.
A benchmarking of the most performing architectures on available datasets using similar metrics can help in their comparative analysis. Finally, one of the current limitations is the data and their imbalanced nature. The use of new loss functions designed to tackle the problem of unbalanced classes such as focal loss, could improve the existing results, and help achieve more efficient training. With more datasets and more balanced data, we think that better results can be achieved. 
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